Money Matters

Resident Regrets

“If I Only Knew Then What I Know Now!”

Tuesday, April 14th 4:00PM
Meiling Hall Room 234

Please join us for refreshments and conversation as a panel of residents at Nationwide Children’s Hospital opens up about how they managed their student loans and dealt with other medical school expenses. They will also share the real lowdown on their transition from student to resident and offer their candid observations about how they would have made different financial choices if they only knew then what they know now. This is your chance to learn from their experiences—both the positive and the negative—and to ask your soon-to-be peers your questions about the complex financial health of an emerging doctor.

Panelists:
Dr. John Lazar, MD
Dr. Hillary Bashaw, MD
Dr. Teresa Giacomazzi, MD
Dr. Katherine Bline, MD
Dr. Ryan Turner, MD